
Annual Learning Plan 2019.20 

Year group(s)/ Teacher(s): Year 3 (Mr Shackleton) 

Main Enquiry Question 

 

Autumn term 1 

 

 

Autumn  term 2 Spring term 1 Spring term 2 Summer term 1 Summer term 2 

Science Enquiry/topic: Magnets and forces 
 

What a plant needs/parts 
of a plant.  

Movement and feeding 
 

Light and Shadows 
 

Rocks and soils 
 

Habitats- building on year 2 
focusing on rivers 

Concept(s): Magnetism, friction, surfaces, 
forces, attraction and repulsion. 

Functions of the different 
parts of a plant, water 
transportation and the life 
cycle of a plant. 

Light, dark, reflection and 
shadows. 
 

Light, dark, reflection and 
shadows. 
 

Compare and group rocks, 
fossilisation and erosion.  

Habitat, eco systems and 
food chains 

History Enquiry/topic: Ancient Egypt 
 

   Stone age to iron age (The 
change from hunter gathers 
to farmers in communities). 

 

Concept(s): Primary sources, secondary 
sources, society, class, 
infrastructure, ancient, 
civilization, legacy. 

   Civilization, prehistory, 
ancient. 

 

Geography Enquiry/topic:  
 

 To explore the similarities 
and differences of a 
region of a European 
country with a region of 
the UK (comparing the 
Lake District to the Alps). 

  Rivers and coasts 

Concept(s):  
 

 Environmental, physical, 
human characteristics, 
maps (symbol/keys), 
northern/southern 
hemisphere. 

  Water cycle, coasts, local 
river systems. 
northern/southern 
hemisphere. 

RE Enquiry/topic: UC L2.1 What do Christians learn 
from the Creation story? 

UC L 2.2 What is it like for 
someone to follow God? 

L2.4 Why do people pray? 
(Christianity, Islam) 

L2.5 Why are festivals 
important to religious 
communities? (Christianity 
– Pentecost, Islam – Eid) 

UC L2.4 What kind of world 
did Jesus want? 
 

L2.9 What can we learn from 
religions about deciding what 
is right and wrong? 
(Christianity, Islam) 

Concept(s): Creation, forgiveness, the fall.  
 

The covenant, 
promises/vows, faith. 

Prayer, places of worship. Festivals, religious 
communities and 
symbolization. 

Social justice, gospel, right 
and wrong. 

Temptation, commandments, 
religious rules, sin. 

Computing Enquiry/topic: Digital Editing  Manipulating searches Online friendships Safe searching Logical reasoning Designing programs 

Concept(s): Software for a purpose Search engines Using technology 
responsibly 

Safe information Coding and problem solving Designing programs for a 
purpose 

Art Enquiry/topic: Cubism. Picasso. Impressionism Landscape/ Architecture Pop art Art Nouveau Abstract Expressionism 

Concept(s): Portrait The Body The Outside World.Year 3 
focus: Form 

Commercial Environment Patterns/ Music Action Painting 

DT Enquiry/topic:  
 

Structures/ mechanism 
(bridges) 

Food and nutrition 
 

   

Concept(s):  
 

 properties of materials. 
Structures and 
mechanisms 

Seasonality, nutrition, 
healthy eating. 

   



Music Enquiry/topic: Rhythm and Pulse 
 

 Pitch   Singing games instrumental 

Concept(s): Rhythm and Pulse  Pitch  Play and preform Play and preform 

French Enquiry/topic: I know how to introduce myself 
and my family members 

I know how to respond to 
basic commands in French 
and the vocabulary used in 
the classroom. 

I know how to respond to 
basic commands in French 
and the vocabulary used 
in the classroom. 

I know how to describe 
myself and others 

I can describe different 
hobbies and explain my 
favourite  

I know how to explain where 
I come from in the world and 
where I would like to go. 

Concept(s): My world Environment. The outside 
world. 

Environment. The animal 
kingdom. 

The body My active world Geography 

PSHE Enquiry/topic: Personal development-self 
 

Personal development- 
other 
 

Personal development- 
understanding society 

Raising aspirations Citizenship and values Health choices 

Concept(s): Plutchik- trust and fear 
 

Skills of friendship and 
dares 
 

Sharing opinions, 
charities. 

careers Stereotypes and disability Personal hygiene- lmp of 
sleep. 

English Enquiry/topic: Roald Dahl-  
Writing to entertain 
Narrative: Fantastic Mr Fox (a 
character gets into trouble) 
Writing to inform  
Letters 

Writing to entertain 
Narrative (Fairy tale): The 
Minpins (a character gets 
into trouble) 
Writing to influence  
Recounts 

Writing to entertain 
Narrative (Egyptian 
Myths): The Birth of the 
Sun God (a character loses 
something) 
Writing to inform  
Explanations 

Writing to entertain 
Narrative (Egyptian 
Myths): The Roaming Eye 
of Atum (a character loses 
something) 
Writing to influence  
Character description 

Writing to entertain 
Narrative: Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest (a character gets a 
warning) 
Writing to inform  
Reports 

Writing to entertain 
Narrative: The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe (a portal 
story) 
 

Concept(s): Narrative and letter Narrative, recount, Narrative, explanation. Narrative, character 
description. 

Narrative, report. Narrative. 

Cultural Capital 
opportunities 

 Exploring the societies and 
cultures from the past. 

Sweaty church linked to RE 
focus (P.E and RE) 

Visiting a city 
(spring 1 linked to 
geography) 

RE focus recreating 
religious festivals through 
authentic food, art, music 
and customs. 

Climbing 
(Summer 1 linked to science- 
rocks) 

Going in a boat 
(Summer 2 linked to 
geography) 
 

SMSC  

 

Discussions about how groups 
and communities organised 
themselves in the past. Consider 
questions about social structure 
in the past. 
Explore the results of right and 
wrong behaviour in the past. 
Showing facial expressions in 
drawings. 
All media studied should begin 
with an appreciation of / 
exploration of / exposure to the 
work of well-known, relevant 
artists and their style. 
Ask questions about how 
scientific discoveries around the 
world have affected our lives. 
Learn about the rich heritage of 
scientific discoveries from 
Egyptian traditions (medicine, 
mummification and cosmetics). 
Explore the social dimensions of 
scientific advances. 

Raise questions about the 
effect of technological 
change on human life and 
the world. 
Enjoy and celebrate 
personal creativity.  
Review and evaluate 
created things. 
Respect each other’s ideas 
and opinions when talking 
about pieces of art and 
design including the work 
of others in the class. 
Recognise the need to 
consider the views of 
others. 
Learning the skill of 
communicating in 
different ways. 
 
 

Consider environmental 
and human characteristics 
of places and major cities. 
Republicanism. 
Asking pupils what it 
might be like to live in 
different parts of the 
world. Create a sense of 
awe and wonder at the 
landmarks of another 
place. 
Explore cultures that have 
had an impact on the 
world. 
Accurate and truthful 
understanding of another 
culture. 
 

Appreciate the 
achievements of other 
artists both contemporary 
and from the past. 
Appreciate the language 
and customs of others. 
 

Consider how things would 
be different if the course of 
events had been different. 
Investigate how culture is 
shaped by history. 
Play and perform in 
ensemble. 
Appreciate music drawn from 
different traditions. 
Take part regularly in singing. 
 

Consider how people treat 
the environment and a 
personal response to this. 
Reflect on the ways in which 
cultures are represented in 
art and design, 
understanding the ideas 
behind art, craft and design 
in different cultural contexts. 
Explain preference using 
musical vocabulary. 
Create simple compositions. 
To consider how some 
scientific developments can 
cause harm to the 
environment. 
 
 



 


